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An orthodox semigroup is a regular semigroup CF such that the set Es of idem- 
patents of S is a subsemigroup of S. An orthodox semigroup which is a union of 
groups is called an urthogroup. Structure theorems for orthogroups have been given 
by Fantham [3], G.B. Preston (1961, unpublished; see [l] ), Yamada [ 141, Warne 
[ 111, and Petrich [lo]. The main purpose of the present paper is to add another 
(Theorem 1.1 below) to the list. 
A full description of every possible orthogroup would, of course, include a de- 
scription of every possible band (semigroup every element of which is idempotent). 
This is the case with the theorems of Warne and Petrich, both of which specialize 
to interesting, though complicated, structure theorems for bands. 
The other three theorems are less ambitious, in that a knowledge is assumed of 
the band Es of idempotents of the orthogroup S to be constructed. Preston and 
Yamada simplify matters till further by assuming also that we know the greatest 
inverse homomorphic image Qs of S. The point of view here is to begin with a band 
E and a semilattice of groups Q which are compatible in the sense of having iso- 
morphic structure semilattices, and then proceed to find all “orthodox extensions 
of E by Q”, that is, all orthogrotqs S such that Es 2 E and Qs g Q. This point 
of view is adopted in the present paper, 
In all of these theorems, product in S is defined in terms of systems of mappings 
satisfying certain conditions. No procedures are given for constructing such systems, 
and no over-all perspective of their totality is provided. There does exist, however, a 
structure theorem for orthogroups due to T.E. Hall which gives us a commanding 
perspective of all possible orthodox extensions S of a given E by a given Q, and 
product in S is defined (at least in theory) in a simple and natural manner. 
Generalizing Munn’s well-known fundamental representation [ 81 of inverse 
semigroups, Hall showed in [4] that, for any band E, there exists a greatest funda- 
mental orthodox semigroup W(E) having E as its band of idempotents. In [S] , he 
showed that any orthodox semigroup S is isomorphic to the spined product of Qs 
and lV(&) relative to some homomorphism $: Qs -+ QW(,+) and the natural ho- 
momorphism WE,y) + QW(~+ ( Following [7] and [ 151, we define the spmed prod- & 
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uct ai two semigrcups S, and S2 relative to homomorphisms 3/I : S, + S, and I,&~: 
S, + S, to be the subsemigroup of their direct product S1 X S2 consisting of all 
pairs (Q~. ~2) such that al *I = a&.) 
Hall also showed (verbal communication to the author in 1972) that every 
orthodox semigroup S contains a greatest full suborthogroup KS (“full” meaning 
“containing Es”). Writing K(E) for K,O, it is easily seen that K(E) is the greatest 
fundamental orthodox semigroup having E as its band of idempotents. Write ,7(E) 
for QKtO, and let q: K(E) + @‘) be the natural homomorphism. 
If Q is a semilattice of groups, let us call a homomorphism $ : Q + K(E) idem- 
potent-bi’ective if it induces an isomorphism of the semilattice of idempotents of 
Q onto that of @5’). The following is an immediate consequence of these two re- 
sults of Hall. 
Theorem (T.E. Hall). Let E be Q band and Q a semilattice of groups which are com- 
patible. If J/ : Q + @5’) is an idempotent-bijective homomorphism, then the spined 
product of Q and K(E) relative to I) and q is an orthodox extension of E by Q. Con- 
versely, every orthodox extension of E by Q is obtained in this way from some idem- 
potent-bijective homomorphism tc/ : Q + K(E). 
We give below (Theorem 8.2) an explicit description of K(E) and R(E). Theo- 
rem 1 .I would follow immediately from this and Hall’s theorem, but we have 
chosen to give a direct proof thereof (sections 2-4), using the “theorem of vertical 
associativity” [ 1; p. 3021 instead of Hall’s theorem. Hall has an explicit expression 
for K(E) as a subsemigroup of w(E), and it is possible to derive Theorem 8.2 from 
this, and hence also Theorem 1 .l . Unfortunately, the author’s derivation is just as 
long as the proof given below, and it was thought better to defer publication until 
a shorter one is found. 
In section 2, it is shown that Theorem 1 .l is just a refinement of Preston’s theo- 
rem, and likewise of Yamada’s theorem. In section 5, a variant of Theorem 1.1 is 
given which similarly refines Fantham’s theorem. 
In section 7 a reformulation (Theorem 7.3) of Theorem 1.1 in the light of Hall’s 
theorem is given, and the latter is proved in section 8 from Theorem 1 .l (or 7.3). 
In the concluding section 9, a characterization is given of those bands E such 
that every orthogroup S for which Es s E splits, that is, is a spined product of QS 
and ES. Yamada’s theorem [12, 131 that S splits if Es is normal is an immediate 
consequence. 
Notation and terminology are those of [2] unless otherwise specified. 
1. Statement of the main theorem 
Recall [2, vol. 1; p. 1291 that a band E can be expressed as a semilattice Y of 
rectangular bands E& E Y). Each E, is a Q-class of E, 2 = Q ,Q is a congruence 
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on E, and E/Co 2 Y. We call Y the structure semilattice of E. For e in E, we usu- 
allywriteE(<e)foreEe= CfEE:f<e}. 
For e in E, let Te e be the group of automorphisms of E(< e), and let , 
Ke= {cY(ZT,~ : xaCDx for all x in E(< e) ) . 
8 
Clearly Ke is a subgroup of Te,e and consists of all automorphisms of E(< e) which 
leave invariant all the sets E, f~ E(< e), (L E Y). We call Ke the CD -restricted auto- 
morphism group of E(< e). 
Recall [2; Theorem 4.1 l] that any inverse semigroup Q which is a union of 
groups can be represented as a semilattice Y of groups G,(l E Y). All five Green’s 
relations coincide on Q, each G, is an %-class (and a a-class), Bc is a congruence on 
Q, and Q/R 2 Y. The set Ee of idempotents of Q is just the set (1,: 1 E Y), where 
1, is the identity element of G,, and EQ is a subsemigroup of Q isomorphic to Y. For 
each pair of elements 1, K of Y with c 2 K, a homomorphism $ K : G, + G, is defined 
by a9,, K = a 1 K (= 1 Ka), for all a in G,. We call {$I,, K: L 2 K } the set of connecting 
homomorphisms of Q; they determine product in Q as follows: if a E G, and 
b E G, (4, K in r), then 
(14 
where 1~ is the product (or meet) of L and K in Y. 
The following is the main theorem of the present paper. 
Theorem 1 .l. Let E be a band and Q a semilattice Y of groups G& E Y), such that 
the structure semilattice of E is isomorphic to Y, so that E can be represented ai the 
semilattice Y of rectangular bands E,(t E y). Let @I,, K : L 2 K ) be the set of con- 
necting homomorphisms for Q. 
For each L in Y, select a representative u, in EL, and denote b)J K, the 9 -restricted 
automorphism group Ku6 of E(< uL)’ For each c in Y, let &: GL + K, be a homo- 
morphism, such that if c 2 K in Y, a E G,, and x E E(< u, ), then 
(1.2) 
Let S, = G, X Et, and S = U (St: 1 E Y ). Define product in S as follows. If 
(a, e) E St and (b, f) E S, Cfor any 1, K in Y), then 
\ 
(1 3) . 
where ab is the product of a and b in Q, as given by (1 .l), and $is the prndrrct of C 
and 7 in EtKP and where 
(1.4a) F = e(u,efeu,)(a-’ $,)e , 
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(1.4b) 7 =f@,fef~,w,lf. 
Then S is an orthogroup, and every orthogroup can be constructed in this way, 
taking E to be its band of idempotents and Q its greatest inverse. homomorphic 
image. 
It is important o remark that the orthogroup S constructed in Theorem 1 .l de- 
pends not only on iE, Q, and the set {I& c E Y} of homomorphisms, but also upon 
the manner of indexing the rectangular band components of E by Y. Each indexing 
amounts to specifying ahomorphism of E onto Y. We give an example to show 
that two different indexings can lead to non-isomorphic orthogroups. 
Let Y= {~,K,X)with6>A,K>X,and~ti=K~=h.LetQ=G,UG,UGh, 
where 
G,= (It, a), GK = (lK, b, b2, b3 ), G, = (1,) 
are cyclic groups of orders 2,4 and 1, respectively, and where G,G, = G,G, = G,, 
with 1, acting as the zero element of Q. Let E = {e, f, g, h ) with product given by 
the table. We find that E(< e) = (e, g, h }, E(<f) = cf, g} , K, = {ce, a), Kf = {ef}, 
where e4 denotes the identity element of &, and or is the transposition (gh). There 
are two ways of indexing the rectangular components of E: 
WE,= Ie>J$= Vl,EA= k,hl; 
(fi)<= Cf),E,= {e)J”= (8,h). 
We indicate the second way by primes. Define the homomorphisms $ and $’ for 
the two cases as follows: 
(i) ati, = a: b$K = ef; 
(ii)a$i = q-, b$k = a. 
(Since K, is trivial, (1.2) puts no restriction on the $‘s.) Denote by S and S’ the 
resulting orthogroups. As sets, 
S=(G(X k})u(c, X cf}) u(Gx X ig, h)), 
Each is a union of a cyclic group of order 2, a cyclic group of order 4, and a right 
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zero semigroup of order 2. An isomorphism of S onto S’ would have to map the 
element (b, f) of 5” onto an element of S’ of order 4, hence onto (b, e) or (b3, e). 
In S we find thdt 
while in S’ we find that 
Thus (b, e) and (b3, e) induce a permutation of the kernel, while (b,f) does not. 
Clearly, no such isomorphism can exist. 
2. Two-component orthogroups; orthogroupoids 
The purpose of this section is three-fold: (1) to examine the important special 
case of two-component orthogroups; (2) to show that the definition (X .3) of prod- 
uct is not different from that in the Preston Theorem, but only mere detailed; (3) 
to prepare for the proof of the direct part of Theorem 1.1 in the next section by 
showing that the groupoid S defined in the theorem is an “orthogroupoid” as defined 
in [l] , even without condition (1.2). 
With this last purpose in mind, we be-gin by assuming all the hypotheses of Theo- 
rem 1.1 except (1.2). 
Lemma2,LIfeEEandf,gEEwith GK, thenfeg=fg. 
Proof. Recall the elementary fact that XJ’Z = xz if x, ,y, z are elements of a rectangular 
band. Since f, fig, and g all belong to E, , we have feg = f(‘feg)g = fg. 
Lemma 2.2. If (a, e) E S,, (b, j) E S,, and 1 > K in Y, then 
(2.la) (a9 e)(W) = ((a@,,, )b, e(u,efeu,)(a_’ $,)ef) , 
(2.1 b) (b, fJ(a, e) = (b(a#, , ), feiu,efeQkJ,)el l 
Proof.WhenL~K,(1.4b)givesf=fxfwithx=(u,f~f~~)(b~~)inE,,henceS=f. 
(2. la) is then immediate from (1.3) and (1.4a). The prcof of (2.1 b) is similar; since 
(a, e) is now the right-hand factor, a& appears instead of a-l $,. 
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Lemma 2.3. If (a, e), (b, j) E S, then 
and hence SC is the direct product of the group G, and the rectangular band Et 
Proof. When t = K, (1 .&I) gives F = e and 7 = f. 
Recall that the direct product of a group and a rectangular band is called a rec- 
tangular group. 
Denote by 1, the identity element of the group G,. From knrna 2.3, it is clear 
that the idempotents of S;. are the elements (l,, e) with e in Et. 
Lemma 2.4. Let 1, K E Y, and let e E EC and f G E,. Then 
Hence ihe set Es of idempotents of the groupoid S is U (1, X EC: L E Y}, Es is a 
subsemigroup of S, and e _+ (1 ‘, e) if e E Et is an isomorphism of the band E onto 
4 
Roof. l& must be the identity map of E(G uL). Hence (1.4a) in the present case 
gives, using Lemma 2.1, 
iT= e(ul efeu,)e = (eu,e) f(eu,e) = efe . 
Similarly,7= fef. By (l.l), l,l, = l,,. Hence (1.3) gives 
(It, e)(lJ) = (lo, efefef) = (l‘,, ef) . 
The remaining assertions are obvious from this. 
We shall on occassion identify e with (l,, 6) when e E Er, thus Es with E. 
Recall [ 1, pp. 297-2981 that an orthogroupoid is a groupoid which is a semi- -
lattice Y of groupoids S, (1 E Y) satisfying the following conditions: 
(Ai) Each SL is a rectangular group. 
(A2) The set Es of idempotent elements of S is a subsemigroup of S. 
(A$ For every pair r, K of elements oi Y such that t> K, the subgroupoid 
S, U S, of S is associative. 
(Ad) If a E He and t E Hf (e, fin Q, then 
ab=(a*efi(ef* b). 
(Al) follows from Lemma 2.3, and (A2) from Lemma 2.4. Let US show that 
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(A4) holds. In our present notation, (Ag) reads: if (a, e) IE= S, and (b,j) E S, , then 
(2-2) (a, e)(bJl =(a, e)(l,,, ef) l (l,,, ef)(b,f) . 
By Lemma 2.2, 
(a, e)(l,,, ef) = (a$+ lK, i) 
I 
and 
where i = e(u,e(ef)eue)(a-’ $,)e(efi 
= e(u,efeu,)(a-’ Qef 
and i = (efif(uKf(efifuK)(b+/,)f 
= ef(u,fefu,)(b3/,)f l 
Clearly 0 = FT, where F and 7 are gken by (1.4), and hence the right hand side of 
(2.2) reduces by Lemma 2.3, to (Q@~,‘~ 0 be,,,,, FT), which equals (a, e)(b,f) by 
(1.3). 
To show that S is an orthogroupoid, it remains to show that (A$ holds. So let 
c > K in Y, and consider the subgroupoid St U SK of S. Write E, as a direct product 
EK = IK X AK of a left zero semigroup I, and a right zero semigroup A,. We use 
Lemmas 2 and 3 of [ 11, combining them into the following lemma, with the nota- 
tion changed to accord with that we are now using. 
Lemma 2.5. Let S6 = G, X EC and SK = C, X E, = G, X I, X AK be disjoint rec- 
tangular groups. Assume that there exist 
(a) a left representation t of S, by transformations of I,, 
(b) a right representation 7 of St by transformations of AK, 
and 
(c) a homomorphism @ of C, into G,. 
Define a binary operation on S, U SK by keeping the given ones on S, and SK, and 
defining the products AB and BA of elements A = (a, e) of S, and B = (b; i, X) of 
SK as follows: 
(2.3a) AB = ((a@) b; (tA)i, X) , 
(2.3b) BA = (b(a+); i, X(A7)j. 
Tlren St U SK becomes a (two-component) orthogroup, with SK an ideal. Conversely, 
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every possible associative binary operation on S, U S, extending the given ones on 
s‘ and S,, and such that S, is an ideal, can be constructed in this way. 
We may write Aj instead of (tA)i, and XA instead of A(k); (a) and (b) are then 
equivalent to requiring that 
(AA’)i = A(A’i), A(AA’) = (M)A’ ) 
for allA,A’inS,, iinl,,and Xin A,. 
LetusidentifyE,with(l,}XE,andE,with{l,)XE,.ThenE,UE,isa 
(given) band, and, by the converse part of Lemma 2.5, there exist a left action of 
1;=1 onI, and a right action of Er on A,, 
(ee’)i = e(e’i), A(ee’) = (ke)e’ , 
(e, e’ in Et, i in I,, X in AK), such that 
(2.4a) e(i, x) = (ei, X) , 
(2.4b) (i, x)e = (i, he) , 
for all e in El and all (i, X) in I, X A,. 
Products in S,S, and S,S, are given by Lemma 2.2 above. Let us translate qua- 
tions (2.1) into the present notation. By (2.4), 
so that uLEKu, = u& X AK+ If ar is an automorphism of u,E,u,, then there exist 
permutations or’ of u& and d’ of AKul such that 
(i, X)ar = (ioc’, Aar”), for all (i, X) in U& X A,u, . 
Conversely, if cy’ is any permutation of uJt, and a” is any permutation of A,u,, 
then (2.5) defines an automorphism of u,E,u,. 
Let a E G,. Since a+, induces an automorphism of u,EKu,, there exist cermuta- 
tions a$:, K and a$& of u& and AK+ respectively, such that 
(2.6) (i, X)(a$,j = (i(a# K), A(a$+:‘J), for all (i, X) in u& X A,tr, . t f 
Since & is a hom~~morphism, I/&: GL -+ $$(L&) and $:IK: G, -+ g(A,u:) are 
likewise homomorpkisms, where 9(x) denotes the symmetric group on X. 
Let (a, e) E S and (b, j) ES, and let f= (i, X). By (2.4) and (2.6), 
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Hence 
e(u,e,feu,)(a-’ Jl,)ef 
and so, by (2.la) 
(a, e)(b; j, A) = (a@, . K l , b; e(u@)(a-’ $J: , K), X) l 
Comparing this with (2.3a), we can take-$ to be #t,K, so condition (c) of Lemma 
2.5 holds, and we can define t by 
(2.7a) [?(a, e)] i = e(u,ei)(a-’ I/J: 
, 
K) . 
Similarly, on calculating (2.1 b), it becomes the same as (2.3b) if we define r by 
(2.7b) U(a, e)rl = (~tQ(a$~:‘,)e. -, 
To show that t and T so defined satisfy conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.5, 
let (a, e) and (n’, e’) be elements of S, and let i E I,. 
First note that 
u,ee’u, = u,, eu, = ee’w,, u,e’ = u,ce’ , 
by Lemma 2.1, so that if j E u& , 
u,ee’j = u,ee’u,j = u&j = j , 
ej = eu,j = ee’u,j = ec’j . 
Then, by (2.7a), 
[t(a,e) l ?(a’, e’)] i = ?(a, e) [e’(u,e’i)(a-’ *i , J 
= e [u,ee’(u,e’i)(a’-l $1, J (a- ’ $1, K) 
= e l @@)(a’- l v( .)w’i&) , 
= ee’ l (u,ee’i) ((aa’)-’ $I P K) 
= t (a& ee’)i . 
Similarly, we can show that T satisfies (b). The associativity of S, U S, now Ib’llows 
from Lemma 2.5 Hence (A$ holds for S, and we have proved the following. 
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Proposition 2.6. Assuming all the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 except (1.2), the 
groupoid S there constructed is an orthogroupoid. 
The definition of product in Preston’s Theorem [ 1; eq. (6), pi 2891 is obtained 
from (2.3) by using (2.2), while that in Theorem 1 .l can similarly be obtained 
from (2.1) and (2.2). Since (2.1) is ac,tually the same as (2.3), with t and T given by 
(2.7), we see that the definition of product in Theorem 1.1 differs from that in 
Preston’s Theorem onlv in that representations t and 7 are now expressed by (2.7) 
in terms of the $+. 
If E is a two-component band, E = EL U E,, with Y = {t, K 1, where L > K, then 
in the foregoing notation, Kc consists of all automorphisms of u,E,u,, so that K, E 
9 (UJJ x $&VJ’ w e al so see at once that KK is trivial. If Q = G, U G, is a given 
two-component semilattice of groups, then the only variable in the construction 
of all possible orthodox extensions S of E by Q is the homomorphism $,: G,+K,. 
This in turn decomposes into the entirely arbitrary homomorphisms $J:,~ : 
G, + @JJ and +F K : G, + S(AKur). Thus the structure of S depends upon two 
representations of Gi by permutations (of uJK and A,&, which are entirely ar- 
bitrary and independent of each other. 
In the foregoing, we have proved the direct part of the following proposition; 
the converse part will follow immediately once we have shown the converse part 
of Theorem 1.1. 
Proposition 2.7. Let SC = G, X E, and S, = G, X E, = G, X I, X A, be two disjoint 
rectangular groups. Let eL+ : Gt + G, be a homomorphism of groups. Let (e,i) + ei 
be a left action of EL on I, ; that is, e(e’ i) = (ee’)i for all e, e’ in E, and i in I,. Let 
(& e) + k be a right action of Et on A, ; that is, (Ae)e’ = A(ee’) for all e, e’ in E, 
andXin AK. 
Choose and fix an element u, of E,. Let $i+: G, + $&lK) and $J:,,: 
Gc + g(AKuJ be representations of G, by permutations of the sets u& and A,u,, 
respeclively. 
Let S = St U S,. Define product on S by retaining those in the rectangular 
grotrps SC and S,, and defining the products AB and BA of elements A = (a, e) of 
St and B = (b; i, X) of S, as follows: 
ITten S becomes a (two-component) orthogroup, with S, an ideal. Conversely, Avery 
possible associative binary operation on S extending the given ones on S, and S,, and 
such that S, is an ideal, can be constructed in this way. 
We remark in conclusion that Theorem 1.1 also refines Yamada’s theorem [ 141. 
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Writing (a, e) instead of (e, f) to accord with present notation, his definition of 
product [ 14; p. 51 is 
(a, W, 0 = @b, 5, 
I 
&,n>. 
Comparing with (1.3), we see that 6, P b(e; j) = ZT, with F and 7 given by (1.4). 
3. Proof of the direct part of Theorem 1.1 
Having shown that S is an orthogroupoid (Proposition 2.6), we can use Theo- 
rem VA [ 1, p. 3021, the “theorem of vertical associativity”, to show that S is an 
orthogroup, and thus complete the proof of the direct part of Theorem 1 .l. There 
are four cokditions that must be proved; two of these, in present notation, are the 
following: 
(1%ABC) (a, e) l (l,,fl(l& =(4 e>(lK98 ’ (hd 9 
(1%BAC) (l,,j) w (a,e)(lh,g)=(lK~nca,e) * hg) 9 
where t:>K >Xin Y,aEG,, eEE,, fEEK,gEEh. 
(17.CBA) is left-right dual to (17.ABC), andj 17-CAB) to (17-BAC). Since our 
definition, (1.3) and (1.4), of product in S is left-right symmetric, it suffices to 
prove (17-ABC) and (17.BAC). 
LemmaXI.Let&w>Xin Y;aEK,;f,f EE,;g,g’EEh. zkn 
GO (U‘fdU,)W = (U‘fgu,)W’ l 
Proof. Since L > X, we can write g = gulg = gu, l u,g. Hence 
(u,fgf’u,)w’= (ULfWL ’ U‘dUt)Qgr 
= (u,fguJ a(u‘gf’~‘)W’ 
which reduces to the right-hand side of (3.1) by Lemma 2.1. 
In the proofs that follow, the symbol -under part of an expression indicates that 
this part can be omitted because of Lemma 2.1. 
Proof of (l%ABC). We have 
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where by (2. la), 
i = e(u,efgeuJ(aml $4&)&f g . 
By Lemma 3.1, 
i =: e(u,efgu,)(K’ J/Jg . 
Like wise, 
where, by (2.1 a), 
iT= e(upfeu,)(a-’ J/,)e 
Since #~~& A = & h by one of the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, all that remains 
is to show t&at i =i. Using first (1.21, then Lemma 2.1, then Lemma 3.1 (to remove 
eTfu,x 
We can replace u, by u&eu,u, since its neighbors are in E(<u,). Then, using the 
fact that aa1 $J& is an automorphism of E($) with i.nverse a$,, 
i = e [(u,efeu,) l (up p,) (a$,) l &UK fgu,)l (a-’ #,)g 
= e(u,efp,)(a- ’ $‘)g = i . 
Proofof(I7BAC). We have 
(l,,fd*(at e&g) = U,,fJ(a#, hp h) c (a6c hp 0 9 
9 .’ 
where, by (2.1), 
h = e(u,egeu,)(a- ’ 9&g 
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By Lemma 3.1, 
where, by (2.1), 
By (2. l), and then using Lemma 3.1 (to remove j&Q, 
Since a#,,h = a#t,K@K,A, this concludes the proof of (17-BAC), and hence that of tJne 
direct part of Theorem 1.1. 
4. Proof of the converse part of Theorem 1 .l 
Let S be an orthogroup and Es its band of idempotents. Then [ 1,9,10,13,14] S 
is a semilattice Y of rectangular groups S,(l E Y). We know that E, = Es n S, is a 
rectangular band. 
For a, b in S, define a > b (or b < a) to mean that a E S,, b E S,, with 1 a K; and 
define a - b to mean that a and b belong to the same component S, of S. For e,wfin 
Es, e>f if and only iffef = f. 
mma4.1.1fa,bW,eEEs,ande>a-b,henaeb=ab. 
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Proof. a E Hf and b E k?’ for some f, TV in ES. Since f, feg, g all belong to the same 
rectangular band, feg = f@eg)g = fg. Hence aeb = afegb = afgb = ab. 
Fore>finEsdefinet#+,f:H’+Hfby , 
(4 1) . a$,f = faf (all a in He) . 
$$f is the same as Fanrham’s qge [ 1, p. 3091. The following is due to Fantham ~31. 
Lemma 4.2. (i) & f is a homorphism. (ii) 
e>f,ginES, then 
&)e is the identity map of He. (iii) If 
9 
1proof. TO show (i), let a, b E He. By Lemma 4.1, since e > j’, 
(Q@e,f)(b@e,f) = =f l fbf = cfalf (bfi = fabf = (ab)@e,f l 
(ii) is evident, To show (iii), let (J e He. Using Lemma 4.1 twice, 
a&f@gg = gfafg = gafg = gag = (I4e.g 
l 
For a in S, denote by a-l the inverse of a in the group KG. For each e in ES and 
each 61 in He, let a$e be the transformation ofES (Ge) defined by 
.x(alL,) = a%a, (all x in Es (Ge)) . 
In the notation of Hall [ 51, a$, = 6, - I,~. As in section 1, let Ke be the group of 
Q-restricted automorphisms of E (Ge). 
Lemma 4.3. For each e in ES, the mapping a + a$, (a E He) is a homomorphism of 
He into Ke 
Proof. If x,y E ES (Ge) , 
(a-‘xa)(a+a) = a-‘xeya = a-‘xya, 
so a$, is a homomorphism of ES (Ge) into itself. It is easily seer? that a-l $e is in- 
verse to aJle, so a$e is an automorphism ofES (Ge). We proceed to show that it is 
Q-restricted. 
Let x E ES&e). From (~4-l~ = ex =x = xe = xaa-I, y’e see that a-“_&~ and 
xa%&x, so 
a-‘xa = (a-lx)(xa)ER,-l, n Lxa . 
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Hence a%~~~x. But, for an orthogroup S, the restriction of Q S to Es is just 
CD, (which we are dcnoti:lg by plain 3). Hence x(a$,)cDx, so a$, E K,. 
Ifa,bEIP,,then,forall~inE(<e), 
x W) IIl,) = b -‘a-‘xab = x(al),)(b$,) . 
Hence ge is a homorphism of H’ into Ke. 
Lemma 4.4. Let e> f in Es, and let a TV He. Then 
(4.3a) af = CefelCa- ’ 9,) ’ a@e f 9 t 
(4.3b) fa = a#e f l CefeKa JI,) l * 
Proof. By (4.1) and (4.2), and Lemma 4.1, 
(efe)(a-’ $J,) . a#e f = a(efe)a-1 l faf 
, 
= afa-’ l af=afef=af. 
The proof of (4.3b) is similar. 
Lemma 4.5. Let a, b f S. Then a E He and 5 E Hft fiy unique e, fin Es, and 
Proof. ab = aefi = aef l efi, and (4.4) follows from (4.3). 
Lemma 4.6. Let e > f in Es, a E lYeI and x e E(Gj). Then 
x(a@, f $f) = f (exelCa$e)f l , 
Proof. By (4.1) and (4.2), 
‘Ca@e fllf) = ta-‘$,f)xCa@e,f) , 
= fa-‘fxfaf = fa-‘xaf = fa-‘exeaf 
For each c in Y, choose a representative element u, in E,, and let G, = H,,. Define 
8:C,XE,-+S,and6’:S,jG,XE,by 
(4 6) . (a, e)O = eae (all (a, e) in 6, X E,) , 
se’ = (u,su,, e) (all s in S,) y 
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where e E Ek is given by s E He. Since eae e HP and u,eaeu, = u&au, = a, and since 
s E He implies eu+u,e = ese = s, we see that 8 and 6’ are mutually inverse. Hence 6 
is a bijection of G, X Et onto S,. Let (a, e), (b, j) e G, X E&. By Lemma 4.1, 
eae l j&f = eabf = efabef , 
that is, (a, e)tl l (b,j)0 = (ab, en0 = [(a, e)(b,j)] 8 . 
Hence 8 i.s an isomorphism of G, X El onto S,, showing that each s‘ is a rectangular 
group. We shall identify the “pbint” eae with its “coordinates” (a, e). 
Write #&*K for @UOUK 9 I) for$,,andK,forK,(.ThenQ=U{G,:EY}be- ( 
comes a semilattice of groups witi connecting homorphisms & (which have the 
requisite properties by Lemma 4.2), when product is defined in Q by (1 .l). Con- 
dition 0.2) of Theorem 1.1 is immediate from (4.5). All that remains is to show 
that product in S, as given by (4.4), coincides with (1.3) and (1.4) when we express 
it in terms of pairs (a, e) and (b, j). 
Let (a, e) ES, and x E E(<e). Then 
For the left-hand side is, by (4.2) and the identification of (a, e) with eae, 
(eae)- ’ x(eae) = ea- ’ exeae = efl- ’ xae , 
while the right-hand side is, by Lemma 4.1, 
ea - ’ (u,xu,)ae = ea-‘xae . 
Let c 2 K in Y, (a, e) E St, and f E E,. Then 
For the right-hand side is identified with 
f(aO,,)f = fu,au,f =faf, 
and the left-hand side with 
(ea+Pe f= feaef = faf. 
, 
We are now ready to calculate (4.4) in terms of the &K and 9,. Let (a, e) e St 
and (b,.f) E S, (L, K in Y). By(4.7), 
44.9a) (efe) [(a- 1 , e) $,I = e(u,efeu,)(a-’ +,)e = i? 
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(4.9b) 0 NbJM~] = f(u,fefu#oW,~f = 79 
with F and 7 the same as given by (1.4). By (4.8), since ef’E ELK, 
Since we identify F with (l,,, Z’) and f with ( lLK, f>, (4.4) now gives 
= 0 a l,lK l beK,LK’ FefT) = (ab, #) 
with ab given by (1.1). Thus (1.3) holds, which concludes the 
verse part of Theorem 1.1. 
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5. A variant of Theorem 1.1 that refines Fantham’s Theorem 
Theorem 1 .l resembles Preston’s Theorem in that it uses only one group 6, 
for each component S, of S, with correspondingly fewer homomorphisms to con- 
sider. In this section we give a variant of Theorem 1.3 which resembles that of 
Fantham: all the maximal subgroups He(e E ES) are treated alike, and allthe corre- 
sponding homomorphisms are taken into consideration. In Theorem 1.1 we keep 
Preston’s #l,K, but express his fr, K and r,, K in terms of the tic. Here we keep Fan- 
tham’s qf e (here being denoted by @e,f), but express his star operation (*) in terms 
of the $,‘(eq. (5.3) below), The definition (5.2) of product is precisely that of 
Fantham [ 1; eq. (27), p. 3101, 
If I? is a band, and e, f E E, we write e >f if fef = f, as in section 4. Recall (sec- 
tion 1) that Ke denotes the group of CD-restricted automorphisms of E(Ge), 
Theorem 5.1. Let E be a band. For each e in E, let He be a gruup, and assume that 
He Wff = (I ife #JT For every pair e, f of elements of E such that e >f, let @e,r: 
He + Hf be a homorphism such that @e,e is the identity map of He, and such that 
e>f >g imPzies +e,f#fig = @e,g* 
Moreover, let I& He + K, be a homomorphism, for each e in E, such that if 
e > f, a E He, and x E E (Gj), then 
(5.1) x(a#e f$fj=f(eexe)(a9,)f. , 
Define multiplication in S = U {He. 8 e E E) as follows. If a f He and b E HP then 
(5 2) . ab=a@,,db#f,a*bp t 
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where product on the right is that in Haqb, and 
(5.3) a*b = (efe)(a-’ tie) * cfencbJlf> . 
Z%en S is an orthogroup (with Es z E), and conversely, every orthogroup can be 
constmcted in this way. 
Proof. All of the converse part of the theorem has been shown in section 4 (by 
Lemmas 4.2,4.3 and 4.6), except for the form (5.2) and (5.3) of product in S. 
But this follows easily from Lemma 4.5. Lettingg = (efe)(a-‘9,) and h = ($ej)(bef), 
and using Lemma 4. ,3., (4.4) gives 
By (4.1) and Lemma 4.2, 
ab = ca#e , epef, ghjtb@f,eflef,gh) 
= a6e gh ’ b4f gh ’ I 9 
Since, by (5.3), gh = a*b, this is just (5.2). 
Turning to the direct Ipart, assume all the hypotheses of the theorem. Let E = 
U (EL: L E Y) be the decomposition of E into a semilattice Y of rectangular bands 
El.Foreachtin YJetS,=U{He:eEE}.Leta,bES,.Thena~Heandb~Hf 
for some e, f in El. By (5.3),a*b =e(a-‘I/+,)’ f(blC’f) = ef, SO, by (5.2) 
(5.4) ab = a#e , ef l b@$ef whenaEH,, bEHf,ande-f. 
We proceed to show that each S, is a rectangular group. Let u be a fixed element 
of Et. Define 0: HU X EC + SL by (a, e)O = aeU,, . Using (5.4), 
= a@u e@e ef’, , b+tl pf ef , 
= a%,ef l ‘@u,ef 
= (ab)#U ef = (ab, efiS . 
9 
fience 8 is a homomorphism. If e -f, then &.,@A, = #e e = identity on He, so Q)e,f 
is an isomorphism. From this we see that 0 is inject&e. if b E St, then b E He for 
some e in EL. jRt a = b@+ Then (a, e)0 = b&,9, e = b, showing that 8 is surjective. 
Now select and fix an element u, in each EC (c 6 Y). Let G, = M,,. From the 
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foregoing, the mapping 0,: G, X E, --) St defined by (a, e)O, = a#u,,e is an isomorphism, 
and we shall identify the element a#, e of He with its coordinates (a, e). 
Write d$# for #ULIUK (~>~inY).&fineproductinQ=U(G,:EY}by 
(1.1) ab = a$+rK l bq3K,tK if a E G,, b E G, . 
Then Q is the semilattice Y of groups G,(l E Y) with connecting homomorphisms 
@‘ , K. For, by hypothesis, & K , : G, + GK is a homomorphism, &( is the identity map 
ofG1,andl>K>himplies~,K~K,h=~,h. 
Write 9, for $,, and K, for Ku . By hypothesis, 
and if L> K in Y, a E G,, and x E ~(SZA,), then by 
JI,: G, + K, is a homomorphism, 
(5.1) 
Hence the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 all hold, and all that remains is to show 
(1.3) and (1.4). Let (a, e) ES, and (b, jj E SK. Since we are identifying these with 
a@u &,e and b$uK,p respectively, (5.3) gives 
(a, e) * (b,fl =gh 
where g = (efe) [(a-? e) !I,] = (efe)(a-l (J& ,9,) y 
h= WfNbJI Jlfl = CfktVPu 
K’ 
f$fj“. 
Using (S.l), we have 
g = e(ulefeu>(a-’ $c)e = F , 
h = f(uKfefuK)(WK)f = f 3 
with the same Z, f as in (1.4). (5.2) now gives 
This is just (1.3), which concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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6. The greatest fdempotent-separating congruence on an orthogroup 
For any semigroup S, let Q denote the greatest idempotent-separating congruence 
on S. It is well-known that JJ~ is the greatest congruence contained in a,. An ortho- 
dox semigroup S is called fun&rnentaZ if ps is the identity relation on S. 
Theorem 6. I. Let S be an orthogroup represented as in Theorem 1.1. 77zen 
I~= (((a,e),(a’, e))ESX S: eEEc(rE QandalllC=a’9,) l 
Proof. Let p denote the relation on S defined by the right-hand side. Clearly ~1 is 
an equivalence r lation contained in ‘;xs. To show that it is a congruence, assume 
that (a, e) p(u’, e), and let (b, j) E S. Let (a, e) E S, and (b, j) E S,. By (1.3), 
(a, e)(b, 0 = (ab, Z,) 9 
zhere F and 7 are given by (1.4a) and (1.4b) with analogous expressions for F and 
f . But we see that F = 7 since a$, = a’tL, implies that 
a-l $, = (a&)-’ = (a’&)-’ = a’-l $J, , 
while f = 7 identically. Hence 
(a, e)(b, lj gys (a’, e)(b. 13 
l 
Now ab and a’b belong to GtK, and we are to show that (ab) I/I,, = (a”b) $LK. Now 
Hence we are to show that a#&, LK titK = a'$ , 
and a$, = a$ Hence 
LtK tiLK. But this is evident from (1.2) 
The proof that I-( is also a left congruence issimilar. 
Now let p be any congruence on S contained in 5X,, and let (a, e) p(b, fJ Since 
P c gs, we get e = f immediately. Assume (a, e) E SL (L in Y). Then u,(a,e)u, p 
u,(b,f)u,: that is, apb. Since p /Gt is a congruence on the group G,, we :rave a 
93 x E E(<u,). Then 0-l 
-‘pb-? 
xapb-“xb. But a.-lxa and b-‘xb are idempotents, and 
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p c %& Hence a-‘xa = b--‘xb. By (4.2), x(a$,) = x(bJ/,). Since this holds for all 
x in E(Gu,), a$, = b3/,. Hence p C p, showing that 1_1= ps. 
Corollary 6.2. S is fundamental if and only if all the J/, are inject&e. 
Corollary 6.3. 81, is a congruence on S if and only if all the J/, are trivial (i.e., G,$J, 
reduces to the identity subgroup (eu, ) of K,). 
7. A reformulation of the main theorem 
In this section we define, for any band E, a semilattice of groups K(E), and use 
this to give a simplified form of Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 7.3). 
Let E be a band. If e’Df in E, we define a mapping n(e,f): E(Ge) + E(<_f) by 
(74 xn(e, f) = fxf (all x in E&e)). 
In the notation of Hall [S] , Ir(e, f) = Ofe ef , Clearly n(e, e) is the identity transfor- 
mation ee of E(<e). 
Lemma 7.1. (i) If e, ft g are Cc -equivalent elements of a band E, then n(e, f) nu,g) = 
n(e9 g)- 
(ii) n(e, j) is an isomorphism of S&e) onto E(G$) with inverse 71 cf, e). 
(iii) n(e, f) is ~3 -resctricted, i.e. x CIE) xn (e, f) for all x in E(<e). 
Pmof. (i) Since efg = eg if e, f, g are elements of a rectangular band, we have, for all 
x in E(<e), 
We, fi nCf, 43 = gfxfg = gfexefg 
= gexeg = gxg = xr(e, g) . 
(ii) Let x, y E E(<e). eCDf inlplies efe = e, and hence 
cfxf)cfuf) = fxefeyf = Beyf = fxyf 9 
showing that n(e, 0 is a homomorphism. Setting g = e in (ij, we see that nCft e) is 
inverse to n(e, 0, so n(e, fi is bijective. 
(iii) Since 9 is a congruence on E, e CD f implies exe Q fxfi hence x Q xn(e, fi 
for all x in E(<eJ. 
As before, e > f meansfej = f, and K, is the group of (a) -restricted automorphisms 
of E(<e). For e > f in E, define the mapping G,f: K, -+ Kf as follows. For each ele- 
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ment Q of Ke, let Q,f be the transformation of E(Gfi defined by 
xiax,$ = f(exe)arf (all x in E(Gj)). I 
In terms of the n-mappings defined by (7.1), 
( 3) 7 V. cyxe f = nVI efe)d@fe)s f). 9 
By Lemma 7.1, q f is a product of cb -rectricted isomorphisms ’ , 
E($f) + E(<efe) + E(G(efe)or) + E(<_f) , 
and so is a CD -restricted isomorphism of E(Q onto itsejf; that is, ‘YXe;f e K’ 
Lemma 7.2. For e> f in E, the mapping G,f: Ke + Kf defined by (7.2) or (7.3) 
ig a homomorphism of groups. Moreover, &,e is the identity map Of Kc; and if 
e >f >g in E, then &,fqg = &,f 
Proof. As in section 3, the symbol I under part of an expression i dicates that 
this part can be omitted because of Lemma 2.1. Note also that x E E(Gjj implies 
efex = efefx = efx = ex , 
and hence (efe)(exe) (efe) = exe . 
Let as fl E ks, and x E E(Gf). Then, by (7.2), 
X(Wef)@&fl = f Ief(exekfe1 Pf 9 I 
= f(efe) P(exe)@(efe)Pf 
= r;(efe) qefe) @(exe) NNefe) Mjefe)pf 
=f(exe)@!f =x(w)Xcf) l 
Hence &,J is a homomorphism. That &,e is the identity map of Ke is obvious. Let 
e> f >g in E, cy E Kc, and x E E(<g). Note first that e > g and x G g imply 
x = gxg = (geg)x(geg) = gexeg . 
Hence, by (7.2), 
x(oIxe fXfg) = gcfxn(Wc,f)g = @Yefxfe)alfg 
= &eigexe&e) orfg 
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I& E = U (A!?~: L E Y} be the decomposition of E into a semilattice Y of rectan- 
gular bands Et. Select and fix an element u, in Et for each c in Y Write K, for KU, 
and &,K for G,,~, (12 K in r). Let 
K(E)=lJ{Kt: cE Y). 
By Lemma 7.2, we can make K(E) into a semilattice of groups with connecting 
homomorphisms x,, K : K, + K, (L 2 K in Y) by defining product therein by 
If c 2 K in Y, and we replace  by U, and f by u, in (7.2), we obtain, for all ar 
in K, and x in E(<u,), 
Hence condition (1.2) of Theorem 1 .l is equivalent to 
x(&L ,&) =x(aS,x, K) (all a in G1, x in E(<u,J) , 9 9 
and hence to 
Equations (7.6) assert he commutativity of each of the following diagrams (for 
QxinY): 
It was observed by .:antham [3] that (7.6) are necessary and sufficient conditions 
on the homomorphisms JI,: G, + K, (for given #‘s and x’s) that the mapping $: 
Q + r(E), defined y a$ = a$, if a E G,, be a homomorphism. 
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We summarize the foregoing in the following reformulation of Theorem 1.1. The 
matter of labeling components ( ee the example in section 1) has been incorporated 
into the statement of the theorem. 
‘Theorem 7.3. With any band E = U {Et: 1 E Y} we can associate a semilattice of 
groups K(E) = U {K‘: t E Y} as defined above, such that, for any semilattice of 
groups Q compatible with E, every orthodox extension S of E by Q is obtained as 
follows from an idempotent-bijective homomorphism $1 Q + g(E). Denoting by 
1 L the idempotent element of Q mapped by @ onto et (c E Y), and by G, the max- 
imal subgroup of Q containing IL, let $ = J/ 1 G,, and construct S as in the last 
paragraph of Theorem 1.1. 
8. The greatest fundamental orthogroup K(E) on a band E 
For convenience, let us say that an orthogroup S is on a band E if Es z E. In 
this section we define, for any band E, a fundamental orthogroup K(E) on E such 
that any fundamental orthogroup on E is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of K(E). 
LRt us apply Theorem 7.3 to the case where Q = @Z”) and JI: Q + @Z’) is the 
identity map. Denote by K(E) the resulting orthogroup. Thus K(E) = U{K,X EL : 
L E Y } with product defined as follows. If 6, K E Y, (e e) E Kc X Et, and (0, fi E 
K, X EK, then 
where OQ is given by (7.4), and 
(8.2a) 
(8.2b) 
K(E) is, of course, the greatest inverse homomorphic image of K(E). Denote 
by q the projection (or,e)q = ac of K(E) onto @5’). 
The mapping et+ S = (eU,. 
band J!? = EgtB 
e), where e EEL, is an isomorphism of E onto the 
of idempotents of K(E). A subsemigroup of K(E) is called full if 
it contains E. 
Theorem 8. I. If S is an orthogroup expressed via Theorem 7.3 as an orthodox ex- 
tension of E by Q, and thus determined by a homomorphism JI: Q -+ g(E), then 
the mapping 8: S + K(E) defined by 
(8.3) (a, e)e = (a $, e) (for ull (a, e) in S) 
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is a homomorphism mapping ES isomorphically onto l?, the kernel of which is the 
greatest idempoten t-separating congruence pS on S. In particular, K(E) is funda- 
mental, and every fundamental orthogroup on E is isomorphic to a full subsemi- 
group of WI 
Proof. In accordance with Theorem 7.3, if Q = U {GL: L E Y) then S =U {G, X EL: 
c E Y} , with product given by (1.3) and (1.4). If (a, e) E G, X EC, then, by (8.3), 
(a, e)fI = (a$,, e) since tit = $ I G,. 
Let (a, e) e C, X EL and (b, jj E G, X EK. By (1.3) and (8.3), 
with e, $ given by (1.4). By (8.3), (8.1) and (7.4), 
with the same e and7, since cu and p in (8.2) are now to be replaced by a@, and 
bJ/,, respectively. The first components are equal by (7.6), and we conclude that 
8 is a homomorphism. 
( 
The idempotents of S are the elements (l,, e) with ,e in E,, and (1,, e)O = 
eU , e) = g, so 8 induces an isomorphism of ES onto E. 
f_et(a,e)EG,XE,and(b,f)EGK XE,.If(a,e)O=(b,fl~,then(a~,,e)= 
(btiK, f), so e = f and t = K, and a$, = be,. We conclude from Theorem 6.1 that 
(a, e)pS (b, f). Since the argument can be reversed, we see that the kernel of 0 is 
Pi. The final statement of the theorem is now evident. 
From the last assertion of Theorem 8.1 it follows that K(E) is the same as that 
in Hall’s theorem stated in the introduction. We can now prove Hall’s theorem by 
showing that the semigroup S constructed in Thecrem 7.3 from an idempotent-bijec- 
tive homomorp’hism +: Q + K(E) is isomorphic with the spined product P of Q 
and K(E) with respect o $ and q: K(E) + E(E). 
P consists of all elements ((K e) ,a) of the direct product K(E) X Q such that 
(a:e)q=a@;th t a is,suchthata$=cw.IfaEG,,thena=a$,EK,andeEL’,, 
since (R e) E K(E). Henc;s the mapping c: S -+ P defined by 
is bijective. Moreover, it is an isomorphism. For suppose (a, e) E G1 X E, and 
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(b,fi E G, X E,. Then, by (8.1) (7.4), (7.6), (l.l), and (1.3), 
noting that F and $ as given by (8.2) are identical with those needed for (1.4) in 
the last step. 
We may of course consider S itself as the spined product. When we do this, the 
two unlabelled arrows in the pull-back diagram 
are as follows: S + Q is the projection (a, e) + a, and S + K(E) is given by (a, e) + 
($J, e). 
Qur foal theorem supplements Hall’s theorem by giving explicit descriptions of 
K(E) and @C). It is, of course, immediate from the definitions we have given of 
these semigroups, and Theorem 8.1. 
Theorem 8.2. Let E = 8) (EL: c E Y) be a band. The greatest fundamental orthogroup 
K(E) on E, and its greatest inverse homomorphic image K(E), have the following 
strrscture. Select a representative element u, from each EC (6 E Y), and let K, be the 
q-restricted automorphism group of the band E(eJ. Then E(E) is isomorphic 
with the semilattice of groups U {Kt : 1 E Y) having connecting homomorphisms 
&,K (L 3 K) defined by (73, and K(E) is isomorphic with the orthogroup 
(K, X EL: c E Y} with product defined by (8.1), (8.2) and (7.4). 
9. Splitting orthogroups 
If E = U {Et: L f Y) is a band expressed as a semilattice Y of rectangular bands 
EL, and Q f= U {G,: L E Y) is a semilattice of groups, with the same Y, then we may 
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form the spined product P(see section 8) of E and Q with respect o the natural 
homomorphisms E + Y and Q + Y. Thus P = U {G, X EC: L E Y } with product de- 
fined by 
(9.1) (a, e)(b, fl= (ah ef) (all (a, e), (h .f) in 0 
We say that an orthogroup S splifs if it is the spined product of Es and Qs. 
Yamada [ 12, 131 showed the equivalence of(i) and (ii) in the next theorem. 
Theorem 9.1. For an orthogroup S, the folio wing are equivalent. 
(i) S splits. 
(ii) Green ‘s relation % on S is a congruence (that is, S is a band of groups). 
(iii) In some (or every) representation of S as in Theorem 1.1 or 7.3, the hnmo- 
morphisms 9,: C, + K, are all trivial (that is, G,$, = {eu, ) for every c in Y). 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is immediate from the description of P in the first para- 
graph of this section, since clearly (a, e)81(b,f) if and only if e = f. 
Assuming (ii), we have ps = 81, and we conclude from Theorem 6.1 that aGt = 
a’$, for all a, a’ in G, (for each L in Y), hence that a$, = 1 #, = eu c. Thus (iii) holds, 
using the word “every”. 
Assuming (iii), with the word “some”, we see from (1.4) that F = efe and f = 
fef, so (1.3) reduces to (9.1). Hence (i) holds. 
Another interesting result of Yamada [ 12, 131 is that , for a normal band E, 
every orthogroup on E splits. Our concluding theorem specifies just what bands E 
have this property. 
Theorem 9.2. The following conditions on a band E are equivalent. 
(i) Every orthogroup on E splits. 
(ii) K(E) is a band (that is, K(E) = l?). 
(iii) For each e in E, the only 9 -restricted automorphism of E(e) is the iden- 
tity map. 
Proof. Assume (i). Then, in particular, K(E) splits, so % is a congruence on K(E), 
by Theorem 9.1. But K(E) is fundamental, by Theorem 8.1. Hence 9( is the equal- 
ity relation on K(E), which implies that K(E) is a band. 
Assuming (ii), each of the maximal subgroups K, of K(E) is trivial; that is, (iii) 
holds. 
Assume (iii), and let S be an orthogroup on E. On representing S as in Theo- 
rem 1.1, each 9, is trivial, since each K, is trivial by (iii). By Theorem 9. I, S splits, 
and hence (i) holds. 
Yamada’s theorem is an immediate consequence of this. For a band E is normal 
if and only if it has the following property: if c > K in Y, and e E E,, there exists 
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exactly one element f of E, such that e > f. This follows by combining the results 
of Yamada and Kimura [ 1 S] with those of Howie [6] ; see also Petrich [9; Iv.41. 
But this property evidently implies (iii). 
There are plenty of bands atisfying (iii) which are not normal. For example, let 
E= (1,eJg)withtableasshown. yisachain,r::>K>A,with&= {l), 
e f g 
f g 
; ; f g 
g f f g 
E, = {e } , and E, = (f, g }. Since 1 > f and 1 > g, E is not normal. But it is easily 
check&d that E has no non-trivial automorphisms. 
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